for subject 1, black circles indicating contacts/channels discarded for downstream processing due to interictal activity or, rarely, poor recording quality. Bottom: An example data segment recorded from a grid electrode. The raw time series (LFP) was bandpassed , and the Hilbert transform was applied to obtain the HG analytic amplitude. Red circle: a local maximum/peak in HG. Only the top 1 % of all peaks was chosen for each channel as signals of cortical activation. b, Selection of waking activity Events. 2-second sliding windows were moved across time to produce time segments with different numbers of HG peaks ("Events").
The segments that yielded local maxima of HG peak numbers were then transformed into their corresponding spatial and spatio-temporal representations. c, Clustering of Events into Motifs.
The binary representations of waking activity underwent hierarchical clustering based on the spatial information (i.e. channels active). Using the matching index algorithm, Events in each cluster were further divided into subclusters based on the temporal order in which channels produce HG peaks. The representative Events in each subcluster were then chosen as template Motifs, to be matched to the Events found in NREM (N2+N3) periods. In summary, we use "Events" to refer to recurring spatiotemporal patterns of HG peaks, and "Motifs" to refer to clusters of Events with relatively minor differences which are grouped together for analysis. Table S1 . List of subjects and the analyses performed with their electrophysiological recordings. Subject 7 was not used to perform the standard Motif-Event matching analyses since only one Sleep-Pre period was available (two would be required to perform replay analyses in the same manner as other subjects).
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